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1. Introduction

Since bulk quantities of silicon nanowires (SiNWs) were first
prepared by using a technique that combines laser ablation
and vapor–liquid–solid growth,[1] these materials have attract-
ed great interest because of their interface compatibility with
the present silicon-based technology and the need to achieve
high integration in very-large-scale integration circuits.[2, 3] They
are building blocks of silicon-based nanodevices because they
can function both as devices and as wires that access them.[4]

It has been possible to fabricate SiNWs with controllable sizes
and morphologies by using various techniques;[5–9] this allows
SiNWs to have wide applications in field-effect transistors
(FETs),[10, 11] photodetectors,[12] sensors,[13, 14] field-emission devi-
ces,[15] photovoltaic cells[16] and logic gates,[17, 18] especially in
device miniaturization.[2, 4, 19] In these applications of SiNWs, ex-
ternal fields, such as a strain field e or an electric field E, are
ubiquitous. Understanding the influence of these external
fields on the electronic band structures of SiNWs is an impor-
tant element in integrating SiNWs into nanodevices. To design
and optimize SiNW-based nanodevices, it is important to gain
physical understanding of the effects of these fields on the
electronic band structures of the SiNWs from a fundamental
point of view.

The parameter e can be used as an excellent band-engineer-
ing strategy for the design of semiconductor devices. Homles
et al. experimentally demonstrated that e can modulate the
optical properties of SiNWs, where the strain-induced photolu-
minescence of the SiNWs has a wide energy range.[20, 21] In sili-
con-based devices, e (as a design element) improves the mobi-
lity of the electrons[19] and enhances the transconductance in
FETs.[22] By using first principle calculations, it was found that e

can tune the electronic properties of [100] ,[23–25] [110],[23, 24, 26]

[111],[23, 26, 27] and [112][28, 29] SiNWs, and can cause changes in
the valence- and conduction-band edge states, leading to a
transition between indirect and direct band gaps.[23–29] This pa-
rameter also affects the carrier effective masses of the
SiNWs,[24, 26, 27] which determine the mobility behaviors of those
wires. In addition, partial strain in SiNWs induces a charge sep-

aration where electrons and holes are located at different ends
of the nanowires. This opens up a new avenue for designing
solar cells by morphology control.[30]

The effect of E, being similar to that of e, can induce a band-
gap deformation of the semiconductors.[31] E leads to an over-
lapping of the valence and conduction bands of monocrystal-
line graphitic films with a strong ambipolar electronic field
effect.[32] E can also help manipulate Si nanomaterials to fabri-
cate new types of electronic devices[33] and manipulate the
growth of SiNWs.[34] Since E is easy to control in actual applica-
tions, it should be a powerful tool to modulate the electronic
band structures of SiNWs. In electronic nanodevices, the pres-
ence of E is required and the field affects the electrical and
structural properties of the SiNWs.[31] Increasing E at an SiNW–
SiO2 interface enhances the performance of nanoscale memory
cells.[35] Practically, SiNWs on an insulating substrate can be
subjected to a strong E through an applied gate voltage. Such
systems are prototype nanoscale FETs. In addition, the com-
bined effect of e and E affects the properties of SiNWs as well.
It has been reported that the band gap Eg(e,E) of carbon nano-
tubes can be affected by various combinations of e and E.[36, 37]

High-performance SiNW-based nanodevices require an accu-
rate control of the properties of the SiNWs at the atomic level.
This requirement could be easily realized with the help of com-
puter simulations while experimental measurements are diffi-
cult to perform. Band calculations are at the foundation of un-
derstanding the electronic properties of semiconductor materi-
als. Therefore, herein, density functional theory (DFT) is used to
study the band structures of SiNWs under external fields. The
results not only enhance our understanding of the effect of
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The quantum confinement and electronic properties of silicon
nanowires (SiNWs) under an external strain field e and an elec-
tric field E—as well as both (e plus E)—are systematically in-
vestigated using density functional theory. These two fields
exist in working environments of integrated circuits. It is found
that both e and E lead to a drop of the band gap Eg(e,E) of the

SiNWs. If both fields coexist, the interaction between e and E
causes that Eg(e,E) becomes orientation-dependent, which re-
sults from variations of both the conduction-band minimum
and the valence-band maximum. The interaction is further il-
lustrated by the density of states near the Fermi level and the
eigenvalue of the highest occupied molecular orbital.
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the external fields, but also have guiding significance for appli-
cations of SiNWs.

Computational Details and Methods

The structures of the SiNWs calculated herein are shown in
Figure 1. The starting structure was obtained from bulk Si. The
dangling bonds of the surface Si atoms for the SiNWs were termi-
nated by H at an initial bond length of 0.154 nm. The growth di-
rection of the SiNWs was along the Z axis, with periodicity. Al-
though the X and Y directions have periodicity too, there was a
vacuum space at least 12 � outside the considered SiNW struc-
tures, which ensures that the structures are one-dimensional ; this
vacuum space was large enough to eliminate any influence of the
SiNWs on the neighboring cells. The cross-sections of the [100],
[110], [111], and [112] SiNWs were regular tetragon, hexagon, regu-
lar hexagon, and tetragon, respectively. In accordance with experi-
mental observations[5, 6, 38] and the Wulff construction,[39] the SiNWs
had low free-energy facets of (111), (110), and (100). [100] and [111]
SiNWs were enclosed with (110) facets, while [110] SiNWs were
bound with (100) and (111) facets, and that of the [112] SiNWs
were (110) and (111) facets, as displayed in Figure 1.

The calculations were carried out by using DFT,[40, 41] which is pro-
vided in the DMol3 program code.[42, 43] The generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) functional with the HCTH method,[44] which is
nonlocal functional, was used as the exchange-correlation (XC)
functional. The all-electron relativitistic (AER) procedure,[45] which
includes all core electrons explicitly and introduces some relativis-
tic effects into the core, was used for the core treatments. In addi-
tion, double numerical plus polarization (DNP)[42] was chosen as
the basis set with an orbital cutoff of 4.6 �. We used smearing
techniques[46] with a smearing value of 0.005 Ha (1 Ha =
27.2114 eV). The structure of the SiNWs was then relaxed using the
delocalized internal coordinate optimization scheme. Monkhorst–
Pack sampling with 1 � 1 � 5, 1 � 1 � 6, 1 � 1 � 3, and 1 � 1 � 4 k-point
grids was used for the structural optimizations of the [100], [110],
[111], and [112] SiNWs, respectively. We also tested higher k-point
grids, the results of band gaps were found to be the same as
those obtained using the above k-point grids. The convergence
energy tolerance was 1.0 � 10�5 Ha, the maximum force was
0.002 Ha ��1, and the maximum displacement was 0.005 � in the
geometry optimization.

HCTH is a well-chosen functional, unlike the PW91 functional,[47]

giving accurate Eg(D) values of both bulk Si and hydrogen-termi-
nated SiNWs. The pair of electrons with opposite spins occupies
one orbital without dangling bond, whereby the material proper-
ties are mostly determined by the correlation part. The HCTH func-
tional with an accurate correlation part has improved XC poten-
tials,[44, 48, 49] which leads to accurate Eg(D) values. Using the HCTH
functional, the values a0 = 5.474 � and Eg(1) = 1.24 eV were deter-
mined, which only differ from the experimental results of
5.431 �[50] and 1.17 eV[51] by 0.79 % and 5.98 %, respectively. The
Eg(D) value of the [112] SiNWs calculated by the HCTH functional in
our simulations were in good agreement with the experimental re-
sults[5] and the calculated results obtained using the hybrid func-
tional Hamiltonian (HFH),[52] as shown in Figure 2. It was found that
the PW91 functional underestimates the Eg(D) values whereas the
HCTH functional leads to more accurate ones. Taking the
Eg(2.5 nm) of the [112] SiNWs as an example, we found that
Eg(2.5 nm) = 1.74 eV was obtained using the HCTH functional,
which corresponds to the HFH result of 1.72 eV and the experimen-
tal result of 1.6 eV within an error of 1.16 % and 8.75 %, respective-
ly. In addition, we compared the Eg(3.0 nm) = 1.48 eV of the [110]
SiNWs calculated using the HCTH functional with the experimental

Figure 1. Top and side views of the ball and stick structures of H-terminated [100], [110], [111], and [112] SiNWs where the enclosed surfaces indexes are
given. The big and small balls denote Si and H atoms, respectively. The diameter D the of SiNWs is defined as the diameter of a circle with the same area.
The lengths of the repeating units of SiNWs along the Z axis and the D values are shown.

Figure 2. Calculated Eg(D) of [112] SiNWs with the PW91 (&) and HCTH (&)
functionals as a function of D. The results calculated with the HFH functional
(triangles) and experimental results (N) are given for comparison purpose.
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result of 1.50 eV,[5] observing an error of 1.3 %. Note that for the
smallest D, our results are lower than the experimental results, due
to unknown reasons.

An e was applied by changing the unit-cell size along the growth
direction. The coordinates of all the atoms were relaxed to obtain
their equilibrium positions without any constraints, except for the
cell sizes. e=�0~10 % in 1 % increments wass added axially, since
the elastic limit of SiNWs with D<10 nm was about 0.1�0.02.[53]

The positive and negative values of e represent tensile and com-
pressive strains, respectively. E is directly added along the radial di-
rection with strengths of E = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 MV cm�1, re-
spectively. A multi-field is realized by applying e and E simulta-
neously. Note that since the D of the SiNWs is in the nanometer
range, considering the largest diameter in our study of 2.27 nm,
we only need 4.54 V to reach a field intensity of 20 MV cm�1. Thus,
the application of our results of electric field is practical. In the
presence of E, the Hamiltonian H is composed of the potential aris-
ing from E, the kinetic operator T, and the Hartree (VH), and ex-
change-correlation (VXC) potential, that is, H = T + VH + VXC�eE. It is
argued that the application of E in a periodic direction is not trivi-
al.[54] However, in our calculations, E was applied along the radial
direction, where there is large enough vacuum to ensure that the
term is linear in real space for the corresponding potential of the
system. As firstly discussed by Neugebauer et al. ,[55] when E is ap-
plied in a periodic system, an artifact electric field is observed
which is a result of the forced periodicity. This artifact has an effect
on the total energy[56] and the resulting dipole,[57] thus inducing er-
roneous results. To verify that our vacuum space was large enough
to avoid this effect, we increased this space from 12 to 16 � with
increments of 2 �. Taking the [100] SiNWs as an example (under
E = 30 MV cm�1), we obtained the calculated total energy, the re-
sulting dipole and the Eg listed in Table 1. The dipoles were calcu-
lated by the Hirshfeld method.[58] It was found that the total
energy, the resulting dipole, and the band gap were insensitive to
the vacuum space within an error range of 1 %, implying that the
results well converge with vacuum of 12 �.

Although the surface chemistry has a strong effect on the band
structure of the SiNWs, depending on the saturation groups and
the coverage,[59–61] we excluded such factors and concentrated on
the effect of external fields on the electronic properties of SiNWs
saturated with H. For all the SiNWs, we carefully checked the H sat-
uration from the Si�H bond length and the electron transfer from
the Si atoms under the external fields. Both with and without ex-
ternal fields, the Si�H bond length is around 1.50 �, which is
almost identical to that of the SiH4 cluster (1.49 �). From an analy-
sis of the total number of electrons in saturated H, there is little
electron transfer from the Si to the H atoms with or without exter-
nal fields. The terminated H atoms do not introduce additional

energy bands at the band edges because the binding energy of
the H�Si bond is larger than that of the Si�Si bond. The band
edges are determined by core Si�Si bonds. We thus affirm that var-
iations in the electronic band structures of the SiNWs under exter-
nal fields are not related to saturated H.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows Eg(D) functions for [100], [110], [111], and [112]
SiNWs where 1.0<D<4.7 nm. As D decreases, Eg(D) increases
due to the quantum-confinement effect.[5, 62–64] Eg(D) should

slowly decrease and gradually approache Eg(1) = 1.24 eV as
D>5 nm. Eg(D) is orientation-dependent[65, 66] on an order of
E100

g ðDÞ > E111
g ðDÞ � E112

g ðDÞ > E110
g ðDÞ. We can understand this

anisotropy of Eg(D) through the binding energy Eb of the Si�Si
bond in the SiNWs. We calculated the Eb values of the Si�Si
bond in [100] , [110], [111], and [112] SiNWs, which have the
stoichiometry Si100H40, Si80H28, Si182H66, and Si126H46 in each unit
cell, respectively. Using E110

b as a reference, the energy differen-
ces of E100

b , E111
b and E112

b were found to be 53, 25 and 28 meV,
respectively, or E100

b > E111
b � E112

b > E110
b , having the same series

for the anisotropy of Eg(D) as that given above.
Electronic band-structure modulations with e are strongly

dependent on the crystal orientations and the diameters of
the SiNWs.[23, 26, 30] Herein, we discuss the results obtained for
[100], [110], [111], and [112] SiNWs, as shown in Figure 4. The
facet distances along the axial direction of the SiNWs are differ-
ent. Therefore, e can affect the electronic band structures of
the SiNWs in different ways. Variations of the conduction-band
minimum (CBM) and the valence-band maximum (VBM) under
e, combined with their location in the k-space, determine the
change of Eg(e). CBM and VBM values located at the same and
different k-points result in direct and indirect band gaps, re-
spectively.

For the [100] SiNWs, the negative e firstly increases and then
decreases Eg(e) as e changes from �2 % to �10 % while the
positive e causes a monotonous decrease of Eg(e), as presented

Table 1. The total energy, the resulting dipole and Eg of [100] SiNWs vary
with different vacuum spaces under E = 30 MV cm�1.[a]

Vacuum space [�] Total energy [Ha] Dipole [a.u.] Eg [eV]

12 �29031.9529439 0.1174 0.728
14 �29031.9526068 0.1171 0.732
16 �29031.9523745 0.1169 0.734

[a] Note that after carefully checking the dipoles of all the atoms, we
found that there is almost no variation. Therefore, only the dipoles of a
surface Si atom are listed in this table.

Figure 3. Calculated Eg(D) of [100] (~), [110] (!), [111] (&), and [112] (*)
SiNWs as a function of D. The dashed line (a) denotes the calculated
Eg(1) value for reference.
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in Figure 4 a. The direct-to-indirect transition of Eg(e) occurs at
e=�2 % due to the location change of CBM, as shown in Fig-
ure 4 b . EVBM increases with both types of strains, while nega-
tive e has a larger effect. This variation is determined by the

change of the valence bandwidth, as shown in Figure 4 c. It
was found that the bandwidth monotonously increases as the
negative e increases while it is almost insensitive to the posi-
tive e. For variations of ECBM, the positive e leads to a monoto-
nous drop whereas the negative e first causes it to increase
(until e=�2 %) and then to decrease.

For the [110] SiNWs, the negative e has a similar effect on
Eg(e) as that observed for the [100] SiNWs and induces a direct-
to-indirect transition under e=�3 %. Although the positive e

causes a monotonous decrease of Eg(e), a direct-to-indirect
transition occurs under e= 2 %. In contrast to the transition
under a negative e, a positive e causes the location of the VBM
to migrate from the G-point, which results in a direct-to-indi-
rect transition, as shown in Figure 4 b. These results are consis-
tent with that reported by Wu et al.[30] Further, the variation of
the valence bandwidth with e is analyzed and shown in Fig-
ure 4 c. A negative e changes the valence bandwidth more pro-
nouncedly than a positive e, which results in the larger varia-
tion of the VBM under a negative e.

Contrary to the [100] and [110] SiNWs, for the [111] SiNWs,
Eg(e) decreases monotonously under a negative e while a posi-
tive e increases Eg(e) until e= 4 %, and then causes it to de-
crease. An indirect-to-direct transition occurs under e=�7 %
and e= 3 %. For the [112] SiNWs, both negative and positive e

decrease Eg(e) while an indirect-to-direct transition occurs

Figure 4. a) Eg(e), b) ECBM, Fermi level, and EVBM, and c) valence band width as
a function of e for [100] (Si100H40), [110] (Si80H28), [111] (Si182H66), and [112]
(Si126H46) SiNWs. In (a), the filled and empty symbols denote the direct and
indirect band gaps, respectively. In (b), the filled and empty symbols repre-
sent locating and non-locating at the G-point in the k-space, respectively.
The reference potential is the vacuum level. The dashed (a) line denotes
the situation of e= 0.

Figure 5. a) Eg(E) as function of E for [100] (Si100H40), [110] (Si80H28), [111]
(Si182H66), and [112] (Si126H46) SiNWs. The inset shows the electronic band
structure around the Fermi level (a) of the [110] SiNWs under
E = 30 MV cm� , where the bands crossing the Fermi level result in Eg(30) = 0.
b) ECBM, EVBM, and valence bandwidth of [100] SiNWs as a function of E. The
reference potential is the vacuum level.
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under e= 10 %. The discrepancy with the referenced results
comes from the different crossing section of the [112] SiNWs,
which confirms that the crossing section is an important factor
for application of [112] SiNWs with a direct band gap.[28, 29] In
addition, the Fermi energy decreases with increasing e from
�10 % to 10 %. e has the largest effect on the Fermi level of
[110] SiNWs among the considered systems. This determines
the variations of the work function, which increases with in-
creasing e, with e having the largest effect on that of the [110]
SiNWs.[26]

A decrease in Eg can also be achieved if E is applied along
the radial direction of the SiNWs. Figure 5 a presents the Eg(E)
function for SiNWs. E reduces
Eg(E), being similar to the case
under an axial electric field.[31]

For the [110] SiNWs, Eg(E) is
closed at E = 30 MV cm�1, that is,
a semiconductor–metal transi-
tion (SMT) occurs, which is con-
firmed from the electronic band
structure in the inset of Fig-
ure 5 a. It is reported that an
SMT—and even an insulator–
metal transition—could occur
under E.[67]

Eg(E) drops are related to
changes in ECBM and EVBM. Be-
cause of the similar situations
observed for SiNWs with differ-
ent orientations, our discussion
will concentrate on the [100]
SiNWs. As shown in Figure 5 b,
ECBM decreases and EVBM increases
under E. The variation amounts
are the same and Eg(E) decreas-
es. Also, the bandwidth of the
valence band is related to the
bond lengths and the overlap
between the orbitals increases
as E increases, which leads to an
approach between the CBM and
the VBM. Note that the conduc-
tion bands exhibit the same size
change.

The evolution of Eg(e,E) as a
function of e under E = 0, 10,
20 MV cm�1 are given in
Figure 6. As a whole, the evolu-
tional trend of Eg(e,E) is similar
to the case under different E. At
a given e, the Eg(e,E) of the
SiNWs decreases with increasing
E. However, the drop rates are e-
dependent. Considering the
[100] SiNWs, as e increases,
Eg(e,E) increases until a maxi-
mum at e=�2 %. Then, Eg(e,E)

drops. Similar to the behavior of Eg(e,0), a positive e monoto-
nously reduces Eg(e,E). Compared with Eg(e,0), dEg(e,E)/de be-
comes small under a negative e while it is almost constant
under a positive e when E = 10, 20 MV cm�1. Thus, an interac-
tion between e and E is present. To understand this interaction,
we define E1

g = Eg(e,0)�[Eg(0,0)�Eg(0,10)] and E2
g = Eg(e,0)�

[Eg(0,0)�Eg(0,20)] , which denote simple additions of the effects
of e and E = 10, 20 MV cm�1 on Eg(e,E), that is, dE1

g/de= dE2
g/

de= dEg(e,0)/de. As shown in Figure 6 a, for the [100] SiNWs,
E1

g<Eg(e,10) and E2
g<Eg(e,20) when e<0, while E1

g = Eg(e,10)
and E2

g = Eg(e,20) if e>0. The results show that E weakens the
drop effect of a negative e on Eg(e,E) and there is no interac-

Figure 6. a) Eg(e,E) as a function of e (�10 %�e�10 % with 1 % increment) under E (E = 0, 10, and 20 MV cm�1) for
[100] (Si100H40), [110] (Si80H28), [111] (Si182H66), and [112] (Si126H46) SiNWs. The legend is shown at the top. b) Eg(e,E)
as a function of E under e = 0 and �4 % for [100] SiNWs.
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tion between a positive e and E on Eg(e,E). It is also found that
a bigger E enhances the interaction because of dEg(e,10)/de>

dEg(e,20)/de.
For the [110] SiNWs, in the range of �2 %�e�2 %, the inter-

action between e and E is small. When e>3 %, the drop effect
of e on Eg(e,E) is weakened by E. For the [111] and [112] SiNWs,
E weakens the dropping effect of the negative e on Eg(e,E)
while it enhances that of the positive e. However, when e!
10 %, the interaction is weak. Similar to the case of the [100]
SiNWs, a bigger E enhances the interaction between e and E in
the Eg(e,E) of the [110], [111], and [112] SiNWs. The interaction
is also orientation-dependent, as shown in Figure 6 a. To fur-
ther elucidate the interaction between e and E, taking the
[100] SiNWs as an example, we show the Eg(e,E) for the [100]
SiNWs at e=�4 % as a function of E in Figure 6 b. dEg(�4,E)/
dE<dEg(0,E)/dE = dEg(4,E)/dE. In view of the influence of e on
E, a negative e weakens the decreasing effect of E on Eg(e,E).

Figure 7 shows ECBM(e,10) and EVBM(e,10) functions. Similar to
the above discussion for E1

g, we define ECBM
ref ðe; 10Þ= ECBM(e,0)�

[ECBM(0,0)�ECBM(0,10)] and EVBM
ref ðe; 10Þ= EVBM(e,0)�[EVBM(0,0)

�EVBM(0,10)] as a simple addition of ECBM and EVBM for SiNWs, re-
spectively. Considering [100] SiNWs under a negative e,
ECBM

ref ðe; 10Þ<ECBM(e,10) and EVBM
ref ðe; 10Þ>EVBM(e,10) result in a

weakened drop effect of e at E = 10 MV cm�1. However, the dif-
ference between ECBM

ref ðe; 10Þ and ECBM(e,10) is smaller than that
between EVBM

ref ðe; 10Þ and EVBM(e,0), which means that the inter-
action effect between e and E on EVBM(e,E) mainly contributes
to the interaction on Eg(e,E). When e>0, as shown in Figure 7,
the interaction effects on ECBM(e,10) and EVBM(e,0) are small
since ECBM

ref ðe; 10Þ= ECBM(e,10) and EVBM
ref ðe; 10Þ= EVBM(e,10).

For the [110] SiNWs, the interaction between a negative e

and E at ECBM(e,E) is responsible for the changes in Eg(e,E)
whereas that between a positive e and E at both ECBM(e,E) and
EVBM(e,E) contributes almost equally to Eg(e,E). For the [111] and

[112] SiNWs, we observe almost the same situation, namely,
that the interaction between e and E on EVBM(e,E) weakens the
dropping effect on Eg(e,E) with a negative e and enhances it
with a positive e.

Figure 8 presents the density of states (DOS) of [100] SiNWs
under e, E. Under e=�4 %, combined with Figure 4 b, e affects
both the conduction- and the valence-band edges. Under E =

10 MV cm�1, although the valence-band edge shifts less than
that solely under e=�4 %, one small peak appears in the
band edge with splitting of states. When e=�4 % and E =

10 MV cm�1, the peak becomes stronger, due to interaction ef-
fects between e and E. This demonstrates that the interaction
mainly influences EVBM(e,E).

Finally, taking the [100] SiNWs
as an example, we analyze the
eigenvalue of the highest occu-
pied molecular orbital (HOMO),
EHOMO(e,E), where the distribution
of HOMO corresponds to the
wavefunctions of the VBM at the
G-point, which is useful to un-
derstand how the effects of the
e and E fields combine. We
know that a negative e decreas-
es the distance between nodal
surfaces perpendicular to the
wire axis, which results in an in-
creased EVBM.[30] For the [100]
SiNWs, EHOMO(�4,0)�EHOMO(0,0) =

0.23 eV and EHOMO(�4,10)�
EHOMO(0,10) = 0.09 eV. The latter is
smaller than the former. Thus, E
weakens the dropping effect of
a negative e. This result can also
be applied to other SiNWs.Figure 7. Evolution of ECBM and EVBM as a function of e under E = 0, 10 MV cm�1 for [100], [110] , [111], and [112]

SiNWs. The reference potential is the vacuum level.

Figure 8. DOS of [100] SiNWs under e=�4 %, E = 10 MV cm�1, and e=�4 %
plus E = 10 MV cm�1, compared with that in the absence of external fields.
The reference potential is the vacuum level.
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We believe that our results could have important implica-
tions regarding SiNW performance in the presence of a multi-
field, as well as SiNW integrations in electronic devices. The
combination of the advantages of the e and E effects is excel-
lent to modulate the band gap of SiNWs in order to satisfy the
need of nanodevices. Simultaneously, these results help us un-
derstand how the properties of SiNWs subjected to an external
field may influence the performance of electronic nanodevices.

3. Conclusions

In summary, the effects of external fields on the electronic
band structures of H-terminated [100], [110], [111], and [112]
SiNWs have been studied by DFT calculations using HCTH as
the XC functional. Due to the quantum-confinement effect,
Eg(D) increases with smaller D values of the SiNWs. Both e and
E can cause Eg(e,E) to drop while it changes fascinatingly under
multi-fields due to the interaction between e and E, which is
reported for the first time. E could weaken or enhance the
effect of e on variations of Eg(e,E), whereby the interaction is
orientation-dependent. By presenting variations of ECBM and
EVBM under multi-fields, we have provided an explanation on
how the interaction influences Eg(e,E). From an analysis of the
DOS, we found that e changes the splitting of states induced
by E, which leads to interactions between the e and E effects.
The combination of e and E may provide additional flexibility
and reduce the need for very large e and E values to modulate
the properties of SiNWs.
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